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 > Shaking Torch - Everlight Robust

Shaking Torch - Everlight Robust

Product Name: Shaking Torch - Everlight Robust

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: GIZMO38

Requires no bulb or batteries!  A torch that uses NO batteries! Rated the no.1 selling
gadget for 2004 in Europe, this product is taking South-Africa by storm!  With the world
in the state it is in at the moment this ingenious gadget really is an essential for every
household. It uses the Faraday Principle of Electromagnetic Energy that guarantees
replacement parts will never be needed!   All you do is give it a shake for 15-30
seconds, and it will provide up to 5 minutes of continuous bright light!   We are proud to
say that this product incorporates the best quality genuine Japanese LED and bigger
capacitor than its rivals in the market, enabling it to be brighter and last longer.  The
super bright blue LED light is highly visible, allowing you to see exactly what you need
to see, or to get someone?s attention.  Ideal for emergency situations, people on farms
with constant electricity supply problems and simply anyone that wants to impress their
friends or family!  Main Features  Super bright Blue LED  Never needs batteries Never
needs bulbs Waterproof Salt water resistance Floats in water Great for cars, boats and
campers and all emergency kits 15-30 Seconds of shaking provides up to 5 minutes of
continuous bright light! Weight ? 450 grams Size - 22cm works in all adverse conditions
 Made from a high density impact resistant plastic  Specification  PC case, Japanese
Nichia LED, Acrylic lens, Japanese branded capacitor, ND-Fe-B Magnet, 1.0F
Japanese capacitor

Price: R255.40

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Tuesday 04 July, 2006
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